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Fig. 9 
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Fig. 10 
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RADIO BASE STATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is related to and claims priority to 
Japanese Application No. 2006-224.679 filed Aug. 21, 2006 
in the Japanese Patent Office, the contents of which are 
incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a radio base station 
conducting radio communication. The present invention is 
Suitable for additional use of a relay station, for example, on 
the basis of the radio communication system conforming to 
IEEE 802.16. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. A radio communication system using a radio com 
munication path, for example WCDMA, CDMA2000 or the 
like, is now spreading throughout the world. In Such a radio 
communication system, a plurality of radio base stations are 
provided for service areas and radio terminals are capable of 
communicating with the other communication devices 
(communication terminals) through any of the radio base 
stations. Moreover, in Such a system, a service area formed 
by a base station is overlapped with another service area 
formed by an adjacent base station. Therefore the commu 
nication can be maintained by a handover process even 
though the radio environment of the communication gets 
WOS. 

0006 Moreover, as a radio communication system, the 
technologies, for example, code division multiplex, time 
division multiplex, frequency multiplex and OFDM 
(OFDMA) are generally employed and thereby a plurality of 
radio terminals can be connected to a radio base station 
simultaneously. 
0007. However, when a radio terminal is close to the 
boundary of a service area formed by a base station even 
within the service area, high-speed communication becomes 
difficult for the radio terminal because the radio communi 
cation environment is deteriorated. 
0008. Therefore, a communication system has been pro 
posed, in which a relay station is provided within the service 
area of a radio base station to realize radio communications 
between a radio terminal and the radio base station via the 
relay station. 
0009 Particularly, introduction of such relay station (RS) 

is now discussed in the task group of the IEEE 802.16. 
0010 Matters of the IEEE802.16 explained above are 
disclosed in the IEEE Std802.16TM-2004, and the IEEE 
Std 802.16eTM-2005. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011. According to the background explained above, a 
radio terminal is capable of communicating with a radio 
base station directly or via a relay station. 
0012 However, for this purpose, control is required for a 
couple of link of radio communication Such as a commu 
nication between a radio base station and a relay station and 
a communication between a relay station and a radio termi 
nal. In this case, when Such control is completely executed 
independently, the load of a relay station may increase or a 
problem may occur in the relay process. 
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0013 Therefore, one of the objects of the present inven 
tion is to realize radio communication between a radio base 
station and a relay station by taking communication between 
a relay station and a radio terminal into account. 
0014 Moreover, another object is to provide adequate 
correspondence between data transmitted and received 
between a radio base station and a relay station and data 
transmitted and received between a relay station and a radio 
terminal. 
00.15 Moreover, it is also another object of the present 
invention to obtain any advantage leading from any of the 
following embodiments but that cannot be obtained using 
the prior art. 
0016. The present invention utilizes a radio base station 
transmitting data to a plurality of radio terminals via a relay 
station which transmits a first data unit by applying a 
common radio communication scheme to the first data unit 
including data to a plurality of the radio terminals, compris 
ing a control unit operable to generate a second data unit 
including said data to said plurality of radio terminals and 
control a transmission processing unit to transmit the second 
data unit to the relay station. 
0017 Preferably the radio communication scheme is any 
of a modulation scheme, a coding scheme, and a coding rate. 
0018 Preferably the control unit controls a radio com 
munication scheme for transmission of said first data unit 
independently of a radio communication scheme for trans 
mission of said second data unit. 
0019 Preferably said first data unit and said second data 
unit have an identical content or format. 
0020. The present invention utilizes a radio base station 
transmitting a first communication parameter to a radio 
terminal and transmitting data, to be received by the radio 
terminal based on the communication parameter, to a relay 
station, comprising a control unit operable to control trans 
mission of a second communication parameter having the 
same content as the first communication parameter to the 
relay station wherein the second communication parameter 
is correlated with the data or to control transmission of 
information for identifying the first communication param 
eter wherein the information is correlated with the data. 
0021. The present invention utilizes a radio base station 
transmitting a first communication parameter, allowing a 
relay station to receive data transmitted on a basis of the first 
parameter from a radio terminal, and acquiring the data 
through transmission of the data from the relay station, 
comprising a control unit operable to control a transmission 
processing unit to transmit, to the relay station, a second 
communication parameter used for transmission of the data 
to the radio base station from the relay station wherein the 
second communication parameter is correlated with the first 
communication parameter. 
0022 Preferably the correlation is realized by adding 
common identifying information respectively to said first 
communication parameter and said second communication 
parameter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of a Radio 
communication system. 
0024 FIG. 2 is an exemplary illustration of a Radio base 
station 2. 
0025 FIG. 3 is an exemplary illustration of a Relay 
station 3. 
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0026 FIG. 4 is an exemplary illustration of a Radio 
terminal 4. 
0027 FIG. 5 is an exemplary illustration of a Radio frame 
1 
0028 FIG. 6 is an exemplary illustration of a MAP data. 
0029 FIG. 7 is an exemplary illustration of a Radio frame 
2. 
0030 FIG. 8 is an exemplary illustration of a Burst 
allocation information notifying sequence. 
0031 FIG. 9 is an exemplary illustration of a Burst 
allocation information 1. 
0032 FIG. 10 is an exemplary illustration of a Burst 
allocation information 2. 
0033 FIG. 11 is an exemplary illustration of a Burst 
allocation information 3. 
0034 FIG. 12 is an exemplary illustration of a Burst 
allocation information 4. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0035. A preferred embodiment of the present invention 
will be explained with reference to accompanying drawings. 

a First Embodiment 

0036 Synchronization is required for a radio terminal to 
receive radio signals from a radio base station. Therefore, 
each radio base station transmits a signal for synchronization 
within its own service area. For example, the signal for 
synchronization (synchronization signal) can be formed 
including a preamble signal, which is a fixed pattern signal, 
and which is different in each radio base station. A radio 
terminal is capable of previously storing patterns of pre 
amble signals of a plurality of kinds and is also capable of 
selecting the highest receiving quality (for example, a 
receiving level or CINR) among the patterns to select a radio 
base station as a communication partner. 
0037. In the case where OFDM (OFDMA), for example, 

is utilized as the radio system, a radio base station transmits 
data by using a plurality of Sub-carriers by assigning data to 
be transmitted to each sub-carrier. In this case, the preamble 
can be transmitted through assignment thereof to each 
sub-carrier in the predetermined pattern. A radio terminal 
can set up synchronization to a radio base station which 
transmits a preamble of the highest quality by receiving a 
predetermined combination of Sub-carriers and matching the 
received signal with a known preamble signal. 
0038. In addition, a radio base station transmits a signal 
in a frame format with reference to the synchronization 
signal. A radio terminal sets up frame synchronization by 
using the synchronization signal and receives mapping 
information (data for controlling the transmitting and receiv 
ing operations of a radio terminal: MAP data) of data with 
reference to the synchronization signal. For example the 
MAP data is transmitted right after the synchronization 
signal. 
0039. It is possible for the MAP data to include a com 
munication parameter (timing, channel information and 
radio communication scheme (modulation scheme, coding 
scheme, coding rate, etc.)) for mapping data to a physical 
channel (downlink channel (channel to a radio terminal from 
a radio base station)) and an uplink channel (channel to the 
radio base station from the radio terminal side), and the radio 
frame has a format corresponding to the MAP data. 
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0040. In addition, it is also possible to designate the radio 
terminal by using the identifying information thereof and 
designate a physical channel for each radio terminal. Of 
course, it is also possible to transmit the mapping informa 
tion to a plurality of radio terminals (for example, all radio 
terminals within the area formed by a radio base station) for 
transmission and reception of a certain signal without any 
particular designation of a radio terminal. 
0041. A radio terminal receives radio signals with the 
downlink communication parameters (reception timing, 
receiving channel, radio communication scheme) designated 
by the MAP data (DL-MAP data) and transmits radio signals 
with the uplink communication parameters (transmission 
timing, transmitting channel, radio communication scheme) 
designated by the MAP data (UL-MAP data). Accordingly, 
communication with a radio base station can be realized 
directly (without relaying by any relay station). A commu 
nication parameter for controlling transmitting and receiving 
operations of a radio terminal is called here the communi 
cation parameter (B). 
0042. Meanwhile, a relay station sets up synchronization 
by receiving the synchronization signal from the radio base 
station. Moreover, the relay station receives the MAP data 
with reference to the synchronization signal and transmits 
transmitting data to radio terminals in accordance with the 
communication parameter (B) designated by the MAP data. 
The transmitting data to the radio terminals can be acquired 
using a communication link (MMR link) between the radio 
base station and the relay station. The relay station is also 
capable of previously acquiring the communication param 
eter (B) by using data on the MMR link. 
0043. The relay station receives radio signals addressed 
to the own station based on a communication parameter 
(downlink) designated by the MAP data or data on MMR 
link and transmits radio signals to be transmitted from the 
own station according to a communication parameter (up 
link) designated by the MAP data. The communication 
parameter used to control transmitting and receiving opera 
tions of the relay station (namely, MMR communication 
link) is called here the communication parameter (RB). 
Since the MMR link is used for communication between a 
radio base station and a relay station, the radio terminals are 
not required to receive signals of MMR link. 
0044) Moreover, the relay station does not re-transmit the 
MAP data to the radio terminals. The assumed reason is that 
the MAP data is more easily received by the radio terminals 
than the ordinary transmitting data (user data) by transmit 
ting the MAP data with higher transmission power than 
transmission power of other signals or with a lower trans 
mission rate than transmission rate other signals. 
0045. A radio terminal can receive data re-transmitted 
from the relay station in accordance with the downlink 
communication parameter (B) in the MAP data directly from 
the radio base station. 
0046. Therefore, the radio terminal can receive data 
directly from the radio base station and can also receive, 
from the relay station, data which has been received by the 
relay station from the radio base station. 
0047. A radio terminal only needs to conduct transmis 
sion and reception in accordance with the MAP data (com 
munication parameter (B)) transmitted from the radio base 
station and is not required to recognize that transmission and 
reception of data is conducted via the relay station. More 
over, it is desirable for the relay station not to transfer 
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(transmit) the synchronization signal which is periodically 
transmitted from the radio base station to the radio terminals. 
Namely, if it is assumed that the relay station transmits the 
synchronization signal, an event is likely assumed to occur 
in the radio terminal that the radio terminal is synchronized 
with the relay station by receiving the synchronization signal 
from the relay station. However the MAP data may not be 
found even if it is searched with reference to such synchro 
nization signal. Moreover, the radio terminal is also required 
to recognize the existence of the other radio stations different 
from the radio base station. 
0048. As explained above, a plurality of the transmitting 
and receiving paths candidates for the radio terminals can be 
prepared by utilizing a relay station and these transmission 
paths can Support radio communications of the radio termi 
nals at the area near the boundaries of the areas of the radio 
base stations. 
0049. As explained above, the relay station transmits data 
received from the radio base station via the MMR link to the 
radio terminals. In the case where a plurality of radio 
terminals exist under the control (area) of the relay station, 
it is very effective that the radio terminals are grouped for 
radio communications with the equivalent radio communi 
cation scheme (modulation scheme (QPSK, 16AQAM, 
64QAM, etc.), coding scheme (convolution coding, turbo 
coding, IRA coding, etc.), and coding rate (/2, /3, etc.) and 
data for a group is transmitted as one data unit (burst data). 
0050. Therefore, a first burst data including the data to a 

first radio terminal group (including one or more radio 
terminals) and a second burst data including data to a second 
radio terminal group (including one or more radio terminals) 
are transmitted from the relay station to the radio terminals 
with the radio communication scheme corresponding to 
these burst data. 
0051 Detail structure and operation of each unit will be 
explained below with reference to drawing 1-7. 
0.052 FIG. 1 shows a structure of a radio communication 
system in a first embodiment. In FIG. 1, reference numeral 
1 denotes a routing device; 2, a radio base station (BS); 3: 
a relay station (RS): 4, a radio terminal (T), respectively. As 
the radio station 4, any of a so-called MS (Mobile Station) 
suitable for moving use and a radio device suitable for 
stationary use. 
0053 Here, a radio terminal 4 is capable of performing 
radio communication directly (via no relay station) with a 
radio base station 2 within the area of the radio base station 
2 and is also making communication with a radio base 
station via the relay station 3 within the area of the relay 
station like the radio terminals T4-1 to T4-5 in the figure. 
One or more relay stations 3 may be provided within the area 
of radio base station 2 for radio communication with the 
radio terminals 4. 
0054 The radio base station 2 is connected with the 
routing device 1. The radio base station receives data from 
the radio terminal 4 and transmits such data to the routing 
device 1 and also to execute control for transmission of data 
received from the routing device 1 to the radio terminal 4. 
The routing device 1 is connected with a plurality of radio 
base stations to execute routing of data to the transmitting 
destination by transmitting the data received from the radio 
base station 2 to the other routing device or the other radio 
base station. 
0055. The radio base station 2 preferably transfers the 
data to the routing device 1 after conversion of data to the 
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packet format. Here, it is desirable for the routing device 1 
to provide a database which stores location registration areas 
of radio terminals (for example area information in which 
the radio terminal now exists, wherein the area may be 
formed by a plurality of service areas of radio base stations) 
and/or a service type of each radio terminal and the routing 
device 1 can acquire such data from this database as required 
at the time of routing process. 
0056. Next, a structure of the radio base station 2 will be 
explained in detail with reference to FIG. 2. 
0057. In FIG. 2, reference numeral 10 denotes an antenna 
for transmitting and receiving radio signals between the 
relay station 3 and between the radio terminal 4; 11, a 
duplexer using in common the antenna 10 in the transmitting 
and receiving systems; 12, a receiving unit; 13, a demodu 
lating unit for demodulating the receiving signals; 14, a 
decoding unit for decoding the demodulated receiving sig 
nals; 15, a control data extracting unit for extracting the 
control data from the decoded data and applying the control 
data to the control unit 26 and transferring the other data 
Such as user data, etc. to a packet generating unit 16, and 16. 
the packet generating unit for transferring the data trans 
ferred from the control data extracting unit to an NW 
interface unit 17 as the packet data. 
0058 Reference numeral 17 denotes the interface unit to 
form an interface (here, packet communication is carried 
out) for the routing device 1; 18, a packet identifying unit for 
identifying an IP address included in a packet data received 
from the NW interface unit 17 to determine (acquire ID of 
the corresponding radio terminal 4 by storing correlation 
between the IP address data and ID of the radio terminal 4) 
a destination radio terminal 4 based on the IP address data 
and for acquiring the QoS (similarly correlation between 
QoS and the ID is stored) information corresponding to the 
ID to issue an band assigning request by sending the ID and 
QoS information to the MAP information generating unit 21 
in order to store the packet data transferred from the NW 
interface unit 17 to a packet buffer unit 19. 
0059 Reference numeral 20 denotes a radio communi 
cation scheme management unit managing and storing, for 
every radio terminal, radio communication schemes used for 
radio communications between the relay station 3 and each 
radio terminal 4 (T4-1 to T4-5) and between a radio base 
station 2 and each radio terminal (T4-1 to T4-5). Moreover, 
this radio communication scheme management unit also 
administrates and stores, for each relay station, radio com 
munication schemes used for radio communication between 
the radio base station 2 and each relay station (3-1 to 3-2) 
under the control of the radio base station. 

0060. It is desirable here that data stored here can be 
updated with the control unit 26. In this case, quality of 
receiving signals from the radio terminal 4 or relay station 
3 is measured by the reception processing unit in the relay 
station or radio base station 2 and the radio communication 
scheme to be applied is changed on the basis of the result of 
measurement. For example, when receiving quality is high 
(higher than a threshold), the control unit 26 stores 64QAM, 
convolution coding, coding rate of /2 enabling high-speed 
radio transmission to the radio communication scheme man 
agement unit 20. When receiving quality is low (lower than 
the threshold), 16QAM enabling low-speed radio transmis 
Sion, turbo coding system which is more powerful coding 
system and coding rate of /3 are stored to the radio com 
munication scheme management unit 20. 
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0061. When the device used for measurement is the relay 
station 3, result of measurement of receiving quality (radio 
communication scheme corresponding to result of measure 
ment) can be acquired from the relay station 3 via the MMR 
link. 

0062 Reference numeral 21 denotes a MAP information 
generating unit for determining, upon reception of a band 
width request, a transmission line (determining a relay 
station for transfer) by searching a transmission paths by 
using the ID of the radio terminal 4 as the key in order to 
generate the MAP data in which the mapping area corre 
sponding to QoS is set to any of the downlink data trans 
mitting regions and instructs a PDU generating unit 22 to 
form a radio frame in accordance with the MAP data. 

0063 For example, the MAP information generating unit 
21 acquires a burst data region (D(T)) as a region for 
transmitting user data to the radio terminal among the 
downlink data transmitting regions and generates MAP data 
including a communication parameter (B) which is required 
to designate the region and to receive the data stored in Such 
region. The MAP information generating unit 21 also 
instructs a PDU generating unit 22 to transmit the generated 
MAP data and user data in respective transmission timings. 
0064. Meanwhile, when a communication path via the 
relay station 3-1 is selected, a burst data region (D(T)) as the 
region for transmitting user data to the radio terminal among 
the downlink data transmitting regions is acquired and the 
MAP data including the transmission parameter (B) required 
for designation of the region and reception of the data stored 
in Such region is generated. Moreover, in order to transmit 
the user data to the relay station 3-1, a burst data region 
(D(MMR)) as the region for transmitting the user data to the 
radio relay station among the downlink data transmitting 
regions is acquired and the MAP data including the com 
munication parameter (RB) required for designation of the 
region and reception of the data stored in Such region is 
generated. 
0065. As explained above, the PDU generating unit 22 is 
instructed to transmit the generated MAP data and is also 
instructed to transmit the user data to the relay station 3 in 
the region designated by the communication parameter 
(RB). 
0066. Moreover, the MAP information generating unit 21 
conducts grouping. First, the MAP information generating 
unit 21 refers, on the occasion of generating the MAP data, 
to the radio communication scheme applied between the 
relay station and the radio terminal for each radio terminal 
under the management of the radio communication scheme 
management unit 20. The MAP information generating unit 
21 forms a group with a plurality of radio terminals to which 
an identical radio communication scheme can be applied. 
Namely, the MAP information generating unit 21 assigns 
one burst data region D(T) to each group and sets the region 
D(T). The MAP information generating unit 21 sets the 
MAP information to designate, to radio terminals belonging 
to the Nth group, corresponding region D(T) and a downlink 
radio communication parameter (B) which indicates a radio 
communication scheme corresponding to the Nth group. 
0067. Accordingly, the radio terminal(s) belonging to the 
Nth group receive a burst data on region D(T) on the basis 
of the communication parameter (B) received from the radio 
base station 2. The data stored in the burst data region is 
constituted in the format which may be separated with a 
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header data or the like so that the radio terminals in the group 
can respectively extract the data of the own. 
0068. The user data destined to a plurality of radio 
terminals belonging to the group N to be transmitted from 
the relay station 2 in the burst data region D(T) is transmitted 
to the relay station 3 via the MMR link by the base station. 
0069. Reference numeral 22 denotes a PDU generating 
unit which generates PDU to store the MAP data and 
transmitting data to each region of the radio frames formed 
with reference to the synchronization signal (preamble) and 
to transmit these signal to a coding unit 23. Reference 23 
denotes the coding unit; 24, a modulating unit; and 25, a 
transmitting unit. The PDU data is modulated sequentially 
after execution of the coding process Such as an error 
correcting coding or the like and the modulated signals are 
then transmitted as radio signals from the transmitting unit 
25 through the antenna 10. 
0070 Reference numeral 26 denotes a control unit for 
controlling the transmitting and receiving operations by 
controlling a transmission processing device and a reception 
processing device and also for instructing generation of the 
MAP data to the MAP information generating unit 21. 
Moreover, this control unit determines a radio communica 
tion scheme to be applied to the relay station 3 under the 
control thereof and executes the control of the radio com 
munication scheme management unit 20 to administrate and 
store the result of determination. The radio communication 
scheme may be determined by recognizing a communication 
scheme notified from the relay station 3 via the MMR or 
may be determined by selecting a corresponding scheme on 
the basis of radio communication quality information trans 
mitted from the relay station 3 to the radio base station 2. 
(0071 Moreover, the control unit 26 controls the radio 
communication scheme managing unit 20 to administrate 
and store the determination result by determining a radio 
communication scheme applied to radio communication 
between the relay station 3-1 and each radio terminal 4. As 
a method of determination, the radio communication scheme 
may be determined by recognizing a communication scheme 
for each radio terminal 4 notified from the relay station 3 
through the MMR or may be determined by selecting the 
corresponding scheme on the basis of radio communication 
quality information between the relay station 3 and the radio 
terminal 4 notified from the relay station 3. 
0072 For transmission to the relay station 3-1, the con 
trol unit 26 controls each unit of the transmission processing 
device to apply a communication Scheme which is stored 
(managed) in the radio communication scheme management 
unit 20 as a communication scheme to be used for trans 
mission to the relay station 3-1. 
0073 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a structure of the relay 
station 3. 
0074. In FIG. 3, reference numeral 30 denotes an antenna 
for transmission and reception between the radio base sta 
tion 2 and the radio terminal 4; 31, a duplexer for using in 
common the antenna 10 for transmission and reception; 32. 
a receiving unit; 33, a demodulating unit for demodulating 
the receiving signals; 34, a decoding unit for decoding the 
demodulated receiving signals; and 35, a control data 
extracting unit 35 for extracting the MAP data (received 
from the radio base station 2) from the decoded data and 
applying this data to a MAP information analyzing unit 36 
and also transferring data addressed to the radio terminal 4 
received from the radio base station 2 to a PDU buffer unit 
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38. Similarly, in the case where the radio signals are received 
from the radio terminal 4, the receiving data is transferred to 
the PDU buffer unit 38 for transmission to the radio base 
station 2. 
0075 Reference numeral 37 denotes a radio communi 
cation scheme management unit for administrating and 
storing a radio communication scheme used for radio com 
munication with each radio terminal (T4-1 to T4-5) under 
the control thereof. Moreover, this management unit 37 
administrates and stores a radio communication scheme 
used for radio communication with the radio base station 2. 
Management data in the radio communication scheme man 
agement unit 37 is synchronized with management data in 
the radio communication scheme management unit 20 
through mutual communication by using the MMR link. 
0076. Numeral 38 denotes a PDU buffer. Since the con 

trol unit 42 acquires a reception timing and channel notified 
from the radio base station 2 to the radio terminal 4 by using 
a communication parameter (B) on the basis of MAP data 
analyzed with the MAP information analyzing unit 36 or 
data received via the MMR link, data, to be received by the 
radio terminal 4, received from the radio base station 2 is 
transferred to a coding unit so that the radio terminal 4 can 
receive the data conforming to the communication param 
eter (B). 
0077. The data addressed to the radio terminal 4 is 
received by the relay station through the communication link 
(MMR link) formed between the radio base station 2 and the 
relay station 3. Moreover, since an identifying information 
of the relay station 3 and the communication parameter (RB) 
are included in the MAP data transmitted from the radio base 
station 2, the relay station 3 receives a designated timing, 
channel and radio communication scheme to execute trans 
mission of data or the like between the radio base station 2 
and the relay station 3 (uplink direction is also defined by the 
communication parameter (RB) of the MAP data). 
0078 Numeral 39 denotes a coding unit and 40, a modu 
lating unit, respectively. The transmitting data from the PDU 
buffer unit 38 is encoded and this encoded data is then 
transferred to the transmitting unit 41 after the modulating 
process to transmit the user data with the transmission 
timing and channel acquired from the MAP information 
analyzing unit 36. 
0079. Numeral 41 denotes a transmitting unit to transmit 
transmitting signals to the radio terminal 4 and radio base 
station 2 as radio signals via the antenna 30. 
0080 Numeral 42 denotes a control unit for controlling 
the transmission process device and reception processing 
device for transmission and reception with the transmission/ 
reception timings, channel, and radio communication 
scheme acquired by the MAP information analyzing unit 36. 
Moreover, for transmission of the downlink burst to the 
radio terminal 4, the control unit 42 controls the transmis 
sion processing device to transmit burst data in accordance 
with a MAP data or a communication parameter notified 
through the MMR link by the base station. 
0081 FIG. 4 shows a structure of the radio terminal 4. 
0082 In FIG. 4, numeral 50 denotes an antenna for 
transmitting and receiving radio signals between the relay 
station 3 and between the radio base station 2:51, a duplexer 
for common use of antenna 50 for transmission and recep 
tion: 52, a receiving unit; 53, a demodulating unit for 
demodulating the receiving signals: 54, a decoding unit for 
decoding the demodulated receiving signals; 55, a control 
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data extracting unit for extracting control data from the 
decoded data, supplying the MAP data to the MAP infor 
mation analyzing unit 56, and transferring the other data 
(user data) to a data processing unit 57. 
I0083) Numeral 56 denotes a MAP information analyzing 
unit for analyzing the MAP data (downlink communication 
parameter (B)) received directly from the radio base station 
2 and sending the result of analysis to a control unit 62. 
Namely, the transmission/reception timings of various data 
are notified to the control unit 62. 

I0084. Numeral 57 denotes a data processing unit for 
displaying various data included in the receiving data and 
processing audio output of these data. Moreover, the data 
processing unit 57 applies user data requested to be trans 
mitted to another device to a PDU buffer unit 58. 

I0085 Numeral 58 denotes a PDU buffer for outputting 
stored data to a coding unit 59 in order to transmit the 
transmitting data from the data processing unit 57 in the 
transmission timing, transmitting channel and radio com 
munication Scheme designated by the MAP data (commu 
nication parameter (B)). 
I0086 Numeral 59 denotes a coding unit and 60, a modu 
lating unit. The transmitting data is encoded and modulated 
under the control of the control unit 62 to transmit trans 
mitting data from the PDU buffer unit 58 in the transmission 
timing and transmitting channel designated by the MAP 
information. 

I0087. The transmitting unit 61 transmits radio signals via 
the antenna 50. 

I0088. The control unit 62 controls operations of the 
transmission processing device and reception processing 
device on the basis of the MAP data. 

I0089 Next, an example of a radio frame format will be 
illustrated and a communication sequence in the system 
explained above will also be explained below in detail. Here, 
the radio frame format conforming to the IEEE Std802.16d, 
e is explained as an example but the embodiment is not 
limited thereto. 

(0090 FIG. 5 shows an example of the frame formats of 
the radio signals transmitted and received among the radio 
base station, relay station, and radio terminal. BS2-1, RS3-1, 
T4-1 to T4-5 are arranged as shown in FIG. 1. 
(0091. In FIG. 5, Tx and Rx respectively indicate trans 
mission and reception. Therefore, BS2 sequentially trans 
mits a preamble as the leading edge of frame, and DL/UL 
MAP, MMR burst 1, 2 (transmitting data to the relay station 
3-1 from the radio base station 2). 
0092. The preamble is a predetermined pattern transmit 
ted to enable synchronization of the radio terminal 4 and the 
relay station 3 with the radio base station 2. When the 
OFDM (OFDMA) is used, the signal of predetermined 
pattern is transmitted via each Sub-channel. 
(0093. The preamble is followed by the DL/UL MAP 
which is a region to store control data (MAP data) for 
notifying transmission/reception timings, transmitting/re 
ceiving channels and radio communication schemes to the 
relay station 3 and radio terminal 4. 
(0094 FIG. 6 shows an example of format of the MAP 
data which will be explained below in detail. 
0095. The MAP data includes DL MAP data for control 
ling the downlink radio communication and UL MAP data 
for controlling the uplink radio communication. The DL 
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MAP data includes a region for storing the communication 
parameter (RB) and a region for storing the communication 
parameter (B). 
0096. Here, RB1, 2 are provided within the DLMAP data 
in order to set a couple of MMR burst regions (MMR burst 
1, 2) in the D(MMR) as the downlink data transmitting 
region to the relay station 3-1 from the radio base station 2. 
RB1, RB2 respectively include communication parameters 
(RB) designating regions of MMR burst 1, 2 communication 
schemes used for reception. 
0097. Moreover, B1, 2 are provided within the DL MAP 
data in order to set a couple of burst regions to the D(T) as 
the data transmitting region of the downlink data to the radio 
terminal 4. B1, B2 respectively include communication 
parameter (B) designating the regions of downlink burst 1, 
2 and radio communication schemes used for reception. 
0098. Above explanation will also be applied to the data 
transmission of the uplink. 
0099. In this frame format example, the period for trans 
mission to RS. T from BS2, the period (D(MMR)) for 
transmission to RS from BS2, and the period (D(T)) for 
transmission to T from RS3-1 are respectively separated on 
time axis. Moreover, the uplink is separated from the down 
link on time axis. Similarly, the transmission periods of T 
and RS are also separated respectively on time axis. This fact 
means that transmission and reception in each section are 
separated on the time division basis (the same frequency 
band may be used) but the other separating method Such as 
frequency division or the like can also be used. 
0100 Returning to FIG. 5, the MMR burst 1, 2 respec 
tively indicates transmitting region of data transmitted via 
the MMR link to the relay station 3 from the radio base 
station 2, while downlink burst 1, 2 respectively indicates 
transmitting region of data transmitted to the radio terminal 
4 from the relay station 3. 
0101 Next, relationship with the grouping explained 
previously will be explained below. 
0102 The radio communication scheme management 
unit 20 of the radio base station 2 administrates and stores 
radio communication schemes for the relay station 3 and the 
radio terminals 4-1 to 4-5 under the control of the relation 
station 3. The MAP information generating unit 21 deter 
mines a data unit for transmission within a data transmitting 
region for transmission of data to the radio terminal from the 
relay station 3 by referring to contents of data stored. In this 
example, the MAP, information generating unit 21 forms a 
first group with the radio terminals 4-1, 2, 4 in a same radio 
communication scheme and also forms a second group with 
the radio terminals 4-3, 5 in a same radio communication 
scheme. 
0103) The MAP information generating unit 21 gener 
ates, for the first group, the downlink burst 1 for transmis 
sion of user data to the radio terminals 4-1, 2, 4 and also 
generates, for the second group, the MAP data assigning the 
downlink burst 2 for user data to the radio terminals 4-3, 5 
and applies these data to the PDU generating unit 22. For 
example, the MAP information generating unit 21 generates 
MAP data including the communication parameter (B1) 
required for reception of the downlink burst 1 and corre 
sponding identifying information of the radio terminals 4-1, 
2, 4 of the first group and then applies this MAP data to the 
PDU generating unit 22 and also generates MAP data 
including communication parameter (B2) required for 
reception of the downlink burst 2 and corresponding iden 
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tifying information of the radio terminals 4-3, 5 of the 
second group and then applies this MAP data to the PDU 
generating unit 22. 
0104. On the other hand, the MAP information generat 
ing unit 21 conducts control to realize the similar grouping 
for the D(MMR) as the data transmitting region to the relay 
station 3 from the radio base station 2. That is, the MAP data 
is generated to include user data to the radio terminals 4-1, 
2, 4 in the MMR burst 1 and user data to the radio terminals 
4-3, 5 in the MMR burst 2 and is then applied to the PDU 
generating unit 22. Namely, the MAP data including com 
munication parameter (RB1) required for reception of the 
MMR burst 1 including data to the radio terminals 4-1, 2, 4 
of the first group is generated and is then applied to the PDU 
generating unit 22. Meanwhile, the MAP data including 
communication parameter (RB2) required for reception of 
the MMR burst 2 including data to the radio terminals 4-3, 
5 of the second group is generated and is then applied to the 
PDU generating unit 22. 
0105. Accordingly, data to the radio terminals of the same 
group are stored in the MMR burst 1 and downlink burst 1, 
while data to the radio terminals of the same group are stored 
in the MMR burst 2 and downlink burst 2. 

0106 Preferably, data format such as arrangement 
sequence of user data is also set equivalently in the MMR 
burst and the downlink burst. Moreover, content of user data 
to each radio terminal is also set equivalently in the MMR 
burst and downlink burst. 

0107 Thereby, since the relay station 3 is capable of 
transmitting the user data received via the MMR link by the 
radio base station in the same group as the downlink burst, 
re-grouping is not required and processing load can be 
mitigated. In addition, when the data arrangement sequence 
is also equivalent, re-arrangement of data in the group is also 
not required and thereby processing load can also be miti 
gated. 
0108. Above process can also be applied to the uplink 
transmission of data. 

0109 Next, an example of another radio frame format 
will be explained with reference to FIG. 7. 
0110. The radio communication scheme (particularly, 
modulating scheme) to be applied to each device is consid 
ered here. Namely, the 64QAM is applied to the MMR link 
because the control unit 26 determines the radio environ 
ment is good (better than a threshold) from the result of 
measurement of the receiving quality for the MMR link. 
0111. On the other hand, for the downlink burst, the 
64QAM is utilized between the relay station 3 and the radio 
terminals of the first group and the 16QAM is applied 
between the relay station 3 and the radio terminals of the 
Second group. 
0112. It is also possible to utilize the equivalent radio 
communication scheme (particularly, modulating scheme) 
between the MMR burst and the downlink burst, in addition 
to the grouping and arrangement, but when the radio envi 
ronment between the relay station and radio terminals is not 
good, the transmission rate between the radio base station 
and the relay station is likely to be lowered because of the 
bad environment between the relay station and radio termi 
nals. 

0113. Therefore, it is preferable that the equivalent radio 
communication scheme is not introduced for the MMR burst 
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and downlink burst and different schemes are utilized in 
accordance with the situation of each radio section. 

b Second Embodiment 
0114. Next, how effectively assigning and storing data 
transmitted via the MMR link to a data region transmitted to 
the radio terminal from the relay station will be explained 
with reference to FIG. 8. 
0115 FIG. 8 shows the assignment information notifying 
Sequence. 
0116. The radio base station 2 transmits a preamble and 
DLFUL MAP data. 
0117 Therefore, the relay station 3 and radio terminal 4 
analyze the MAP information respectively by the MAP 
information analyzing units 36, 56. The control unit 42 of 
the relay station 3 acquires a communication parameter (RB) 
and also acquires user data to be transmitted to the radio 
terminal 4 as the MMR burst by controlling the reception 
processing device to conduct a receiving operation conform 
ing to the communication parameter (RB). 
0118. On the other hand, the control unit 62 of the radio 
terminal 4 acquires a communication parameter (B) and 
prepares for control of the reception processing device to 
conduct a receiving operation conforming to the communi 
cation parameter (B). 
0119) However, the relay station 3 is requested to deter 
mine how transmit as the downlink burst user data to the 
radio terminal 4 acquired by the MMR burst. That is, a 
communication parameter (B) can be acquired by receiving 
the MAP data transmitted to the radio terminal 4, but it must 
also be recognized that any of data received by through the 
MMR link must be transmitted in accordance with the 
communication parameter (B). 
0120. Therefore, in this embodiment, burst allocation 
information is transmitted to the relay station from the radio 
base station 2 via the MMR link. 
0121. An example of the burst allocation information will 
be explained with reference to FIG. 9 and FIG. 10. 
0122 FIG. 9 shows an example of first burst allocation 
information. 
0123. The MAP information generating unit 21 of the 
radio base station 2 generates communication parameters 
RB1, 2 to notify transmission to the relay station 3 in the 
MMR bursts 1, 2. Namely, the communication parameters 
(RB1, 2) include region designating information and radio 
communication schemes required for receiving operation of 
the MMR bursts 1, 2. 
0.124 Moreover, the MAP information generating unit 21 
allocates the burst allocation information corresponding 
(allocated adjacently here) to each communication param 
eter RB within the DL MAP. The burst allocation informa 
tion indicates in which region and with which radio com 
munication scheme the data to be transmitted by the MMR 
burst should be transmitted (set equivalently as the content 
notified to the radio terminal 4 by the communication 
parameter (B)). 
0125. The burst allocation information includes, for 
example, the RS ID as the identifying information of the 
relay station 3, number of frame in which transmission 
should be conducted, DIUC indicating a radio communica 
tion scheme and OFDMA parameter (OFDMA Symbol 
offset, Sub-channel offset, No. of OFDMA Symbols, and 
No. of Sub-channels) required for employment of OFDMA 
system. 
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I0126. As shown in FIG.9, the OFMDA Symbol offset in 
the OFDMA parameter indicates offset in the time axis 
direction of the radio frame and the Subchannel offset 
indicates offset in the frequency axis of the radio frame. 
Moreover, the No. (of) OFDMA Symbols indicate the num 
ber of symbols in the time axis direction from the OFDMA 
Symbol offset, while the No. (of) Sub-channels indicate the 
number of Sub-channels in the frequency axis direction from 
the Sub-channel offset. That is, the OFDMA parameter 
indicates the region of radio frame for transmission to the 
radio terminal 4. 
I0127. Accordingly, the MAP information analyzing unit 
36 of the relay station 3-1 also analyzes the burst allocation 
information when the RS ID indicates the relay station 3-1, 
acquires the communication parameter (including the same 
content as the communication parameter (B) transmitted to 
the radio terminal 4) indicating how the user data included 
in the present MMR burst received in accordance with the 
corresponding communication parameter RB should be 
transmitted, and then applies this communication parameter 
to the control unit 42. 
I0128. Therefore, the control unit 42 can relay adequately 
the user data to the radio terminal 4 which conducts receiv 
ing operation in accordance with the communication param 
eter (B) by controlling the transmission processing device to 
transmit radio signals in accordance with a communication 
parameter included in the burst allocation information. As 
the burst allocation information, pointer information indi 
cating a region of the communication parameter (B) notified 
to the radio terminal 4 by the radio base station 2 and the 
identifying information of the relay station which should 
receive the burst allocation information may be used. This 
pointer sets up correspondence between each MMR burst 
and the communication parameter (B) in the relay station B 
in order to conduct the transmission in the adequate trans 
mission timing. 
I0129 FIG. 10 shows an example of a second burst 
allocation information. 
0.130 Content of this information is identical to that in 
FIG. 9. However, in this example, the burst allocation 
information is not transmitted within the MAP data but in 
corporation with the MMR burst. 
0131. An allocation MAP is stored in the MAP data and 
therefore which region (region for burst allocation informa 
tion) should be received with which radio communication 
scheme is notified to the MAP information analyzing unit 36 
of the relay station 3. 
(0132 Moreover, the burst allocation information is con 
stituted with the relay station identifying information RS ID 
and the communication parameter (region, radio communi 
cation scheme) for the downlink burst to be transmitted. 
0133. The burst allocation information is formed in the 
external side of the MMR burst in this example, but the 
allocation MAP can be eliminated by forming such infor 
mation at the internal side of the MMR burst. Moreover, the 
communication parameter (B) can be used in common with 
the radio terminal 4 by including a pointer, indicating the 
region of the corresponding communication parameter (B) 
included in the MAP data, into the MMR burst. 
0.134 FIG. 11 shows an example of a third burst alloca 
tion information. 
0.135 The MAP information generating unit 21 of the 
radio base station 2 includes, within the UL MAP, the burst 
allocation information. The burst allocation information 
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Suggests the pointer indicating the region of the communi 
cation parameter (B) of UL MAP and region and radio 
communication scheme for transmitting the data received in 
accordance with such pointer via the MMR link. 
0136. In more concrete, the burst allocation information 
includes the RS ID as the identifying information of the 
relay station 3, pointer indicating the region in which the 
corresponding communication parameter (B) of the UL 
MAP, number of frame in which transmission should be 
conducted, UIUC indicating the radio communication 
scheme, OFDMA parameter required for employing the 
OFDMA system (OFDMA Symbol offset Sub-channel off 
set, No. (of) OFDMA symbol, and No. (of) Sub-channels). 
0137 Therefore, the MAP information analyzing unit 36 
of the relay station 3 receives the burst allocation informa 
tion, acquires the corresponding communication parameter 
(B) in accordance with the pointer included in this burst 
allocation information and then applies this communication 
parameter (B) to the control unit 42. Accordingly, the control 
unit 42 receives user data from the radio terminal 4 by 
controlling the reception processing device to conduct a 
receiving operation in accordance with the communication 
parameter (B). 
0138. Thereafter, the control unit 42 transmits the user 
data acquired from the radio terminal 4 to the radio base 
station 2 via the MMR link in accordance with the frame 
number and radio communication scheme designated with 
the burst allocation information. Accordingly, the radio base 
station 2 is capable of acquiring the user data transmitted by 
the transmitting operation designated by the communication 
parameter (B) of the MAP data via the MMR link in the 
desired timing. Here, information indicating a region of the 
corresponding communication parameter (B) may be 
included in the communication parameter (RB), which is 
MAP data for the uplink of the MMR link, as the burst 
allocation information. 

0139 FIG. 12 show s an example of a fourth burst 
allocation information. 

0140. In this example, the RS ID and the ID (Temp ID) 
0141 applied to the data received are used as the burst 
allocation information. 

0142. The MAP information analyzing unit 36 of the 
relay station 3 receives the UL MAP and acquires the 
communication parameter (B) and the corresponding burst 
allocation information. The burst allocation information 
does not require the pointer which indicates a region of the 
communication parameter (B) because the burst allocation 
information is allocated in the predetermined allocating 
relationship (here, adjacent to the communication param 
eter) to the communication parameter (B). 
0143. The control unit 42 having acquired the commu 
nication parameter (B) from the MAP information analyzing 
unit 36 controls the reception processing device in accor 
dance with this parameter to receive the user data transmit 
ted from the radio terminal 4. Moreover, the control unit 42 
stores the receiving user data to the PDU buffer unit 38 
corresponding to the ID included in the corresponding burst 
allocation information. 

0144. The relay station 3 thereafter receives the commu 
nication parameter (RB) in the UL MAP and the burst 
allocation information (Relay Info) transmitted in relation 
with the communication parameter (RB). 
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(0145 Here, the burst allocation information includes the 
ID of the data to be transmitted with the MMR link (MMR 
burst). 
0146 Accordingly, the control unit 42 searches, by using 
an ID designated by the Relay Info as a key, data which 
corresponds to the ID and controls the transmission pro 
cessing device to transmit the searched data in the transmis 
sion timing, channel, and radio communication scheme 
designated by the communication parameter (RB). 
0147 Accordingly, the radio base station 2 can receive 
the user data from the radio terminal 4 via the MMR link in 
the format designated by the MAP data. 
0.148. According to the embodiments mentioned above, 
communication between a radio base station and a relay 
station taking the communication between a relay station 
and a radio terminal into account can be realized. 
0149 Moreover, according to the embodiments men 
tioned above, correspondence between data transmitted and 
received between a radio base station and a relay station and 
data transmitted and received between a relay station and a 
radio terminal can be attained adequately. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A radio base station transmitting data to a plurality of 

radio terminals via a relay station which transmits a first data 
unit by applying a common radio communication scheme to 
the first data unit including data to a plurality of the radio 
terminals, comprising: 

a control unit operable to generate a second data unit 
including said data to said plurality of the radio termi 
nals and control a transmission processing unit to 
transmit the second data unit to the relay station. 

2. The radio base station of claim 1 wherein the radio 
communication scheme is any of a modulation scheme, a 
coding scheme, and a coding rate. 

3. The radio base station of claim 1 wherein the control 
unit controls a radio communication scheme for transmis 
sion of said first data unit independently of a radio commu 
nication scheme for transmission of said second data unit. 

4. The radio base station of claim 1 wherein said first data 
unit and said second data unit have an identical content or a 
format. 

5. A radio base station transmitting a first communication 
parameter to a radio terminal and transmitting data, to be 
received by the radio terminal based on the communication 
parameter, to a relay station, comprising: 

a control unit operable to control transmission of second 
communication parameter of the same content as the 
first communication parameter to the relay station 
wherein the second communication parameter is cor 
related with the data or to control transmission of 
information for identifying the first communication 
parameter wherein the information is correlated with 
the data. 

6. A radio base station transmitting a first communication 
parameter, allowing a relay station to receive data transmit 
ted on a basis of the first parameter from a radio terminal, 
and acquiring the data through transmission of the data from 
the relay station, comprising: 

a control unit operable to control a transmission process 
ing unit to transmit, to the relay station, a second 
communication parameter used for transmission of the 
data to the radio base station from the relay station 
wherein the second communication parameter is cor 
related with the first communication parameter. 
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7. The radio base station of claim 6 wherein the correla 
tion is realized by adding common identifying information 
respectively to said first communication parameter and said 
second communication parameter. 

8. A method of transmitting data comprising: 
transmitting data from a radio base station to a plurality of 

radio terminals via a relay station which transmits a 
first data unit by applying a common radio communi 
cation scheme to the first data unit including data to a 
plurality of the radio terminals; 

generating a second data unit including said data to said 
plurality of the radio terminals; and 

transmitting the second data unit to the relay station. 
9. The method-of claim 8 wherein the radio communica 

tion scheme is any of a modulation scheme, a coding 
scheme, and a coding rate. 

10. The method of claim 8 further comprising the step of 
controlling a radio communication scheme for transmission 
of said first data unit independently of a radio communica 
tion scheme for transmission of said second data unit. 

11. The method of claim 8 wherein said first data unit and 
said second data unit have an identical content or format. 

12. A transmitting method comprising: 
transmitting a first communication parameter from a radio 

base station to a radio terminal; 
transmitting data, to be received by the radio terminal 

based on the communication parameter, to a relay 
station; and 
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controlling transmission of a second communication 
parameter of a same content as the first communication 
parameter to the relay station, wherein the second 
communication parameter is correlated with the data or 
to control transmission of information for identifying 
the first communication parameter wherein the infor 
mation is correlated with the data. 

13. A transmitting method comprising: 
transmitting a first communication parameter from a radio 

base station; 
allowing a relay station to receive data transmitted on a 

basis of the first parameter from a radio terminal; 
acquiring the data through transmission of the data from 

the relay station; and 
controlling a transmission processing unit to transmit, to 

the relay station, a second communication parameter 
used for transmission of the data to the radio base 
station from the relay station wherein the second com 
munication parameter is correlated with the first com 
munication parameter. 

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the correlation is 
realized by adding common identifying information respec 
tively to said first communication parameter and said second 
communication parameter. 


